CLUBS ANNOUNCE UNEXPECTED POP CONCERT, DANCE

To Be Held Mar. 11 In Walker With Admission Prices of $1.50 and $.75

DANCING UNTIL 1 O'CLOCK

Special Student Performance Is Substituted for Annual Combined Concert

A pop concert and dance for the benefit of the Combined Clubs of Technology will be held in Main Hall, Walker on Fri., March 11, at the popular prices of $1.50 and $.75 each. According to an announcement from the Combined Concert and Dance Committee, this unexpected social event has come through as the result of what the committee calls a "perfect storm" of conditions for a concert and dance, held in cold weather, when Harvard is not in session. This was the finality of the failure of the annual Combined concert, which will be postponed to another date.

To have Three Hours of Dancing

The dance, which is the only large under-graduate social event for the spring until Friday night, will last from 7 until 10 o'clock. The concert will open at 6 o'clock with a new, option of two songs by the orchestra. The concert will feature the first annual concert held by the Musical Clubs in Walker on Fri., Jan. 11, 1924. Last year the club gave a pop concert called "The Phantom of the opera." This year the coast guard has broken up the series, which consists of Architectural History, special fine arts classes, and a "classical" dance, and is now to replace all the "classical" dances with an American folksong and dance. The program is to be announced in advance. The concert will be held in Walker, with the columns painted in a black and white scheme.

CLUBS ANNOUNCE INSIDE DOPE ON TALKING MOVIES

Student Held Up by Policemen

Complete concert has been secured that a gigantic holiday entertainment for the students in the institute by a combination of the Combined Concert and Dance Committee, the Harvard University Chorus, and the Harvard College Chorus, and the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

It is reported that a student re- membered by the police office and asked the simple ques- tion, "What is $9.95 per cent per year?" Pro- fessor Mueller, who is in charge of the lecture hall, and answered, "Before I reply I want to point out that $100 in cash is on hand as a consulting chem- ists."

As soon as the student com- prehended the end was perfectly serious, and that $100 in cash was not to be given to the student in the lecture hall, a new student emerged with a complete explanation of the problem without the expenditure of a single cent.
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EXTRA

Engineer Rescued 500 Harvard Men in Riot
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Dr. Allan W. Rowe '01, Tells Of Athletic Policies of M.I.T.

TO THE TECH, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Sir:

In response to your request for a statement concerning the athletic policies at Technology, I am very happy to submit the following brief outline.

We believe that the college athletics must have two primary objectives. If they are to serve the best interests of the student body, the first of these is the maintenance of the student health at the highest possible level. To end exercise must be provided in the form of corrective gymnastics for those who fall short of the normal level, and equally recreational exercises must be furnished for those capable of indulging in them. Careful physical examinations form the basis of selection primarily because it serves as a stimulus to exercise in those who would otherwise not be athletically inclined. The value of a sport is determined by the number of men it attracts and not by the record of success. This does not mean that we do not desire teams to win if they can do so by superiority of their strength and skill over that of their competitors. The emphasis is laid, however, on the playing of the game rather than on the winning of it. The fact that athletics are not conducted primarily for publicity purposes makes it possible, in largest measure, to carry out this program.

The second chief objective is to engender in the individual student a love of sport and a belief in, and adherence to the simple rules of clean sportsmanship, and to develop judgment, a sense of responsibility, and the power of self-control.

Technology occupies an unique position in that its entire athletic activity is under the direct control of the student body itself. This breeds independence of thought and action, tempered by the sense of responsibility. Finances are in the hands of the student body. These two tenets may really be summarized in the words of "only college" and "character building." Alumni undergraduates will both fall short of the duty to the institution if they maintain any change which lowers the full realization of these two objectives.

ALLAN W. ROWE.
**FORUM RESULTS IN HEATED DISCUSSION**

**Superstition, Belief, Faith, Are Subjects of Speaker.**

"Superstition, Belief, and Faith," was the subject taken by Professor Clarence E. Shinn of Tufts for the first T. C. A. forum yesterday afternoon in the Prudential Dining Room. It also preceded the subject of annual dinner afterward.

Superstition, according to Prof. Shinn, is the irrational acceptance of some fragment of the imagination, some law, or something's statement. He pointed out that there has been superstition in science in the past as well as in religion.

Belief, on the other hand, is the rational acceptance of those same things which, previously accepted, are still useful. There can be belief only through testing, he said, and we must be willing to accept statements of an hypothesis. The only difference between scientific and religious belief, he said, was that the former is objective, the latter subjective.

Add dynamic action to belief and we achieve, faith, stated Prof. Shinn. The man who constructed the steam building in New York city and believed in the system, he displayed faith in the understanding. New in this series of leaders of forums will be Herbert C. Heering on March 2.

The University of Washington has added the Chinese language to its curriculum.

**MUSICAL CLUBS**

Tickets for the Musical Clubs' Concert and Dance at Sargent's School, February 16, are now on sale at the Club office, Room 311, Walker Memorial. Price is $.75 each.

**CREW**

All Varsity crew candidates are to report at the boathouse immediately.

**T. C. A.**

Students who wish to dispose of their Technique Portfolio should bring them to the front office of the T. C. A. immediately.

**SENIORS**

Those Seniors who have not yet filled out their Technique Portfolio blanks should do so immediately at the Technique office.

**RADIO SOCIETY**

Meeting in room 1315 tomorrow at 7:30, Mr. James H. Slack, will talk as "Short Wave Antennas."

S. A. E.

Officers and the chairman of the committees of the M. I. T. Student Branch, R. A. E., will meet in room 1347 tomorrow at 1 o'clock. No new must be present, as this meeting is the first conference of the Executive Committee.

**GYM TEAM**

Competition for freshmen and Sophomore Gym members began Wednesday. The special position in line to some out information may be obtained from the Gym team manager who will be in Walker gym every day from 5 to 6 o'clock.

---

**NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS**

**One man tells another**

---

**OUR BOSTON STORE**

---